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INTRODUCTION
Originally the purpose of this investigation was to extend the concepts of
Communication and Information Theory to the problems of the analysis and
synthesis of optical systems. It was decided early in the investigation that
before the general synthesis procedure should be undertaken, an attempt should
be made to analyze several well known ideal systems in geometrical and
physical optics which could be dealt with in closed analytic form. This paper
presents the results of this analysis.
Since the foundation of the linear passive network analogue in optics had
already been laid (refs. 3 & 5), an extended survey of the literature revealed
that Schade (ref. 11) in his work in television and Marechal (ref. 17) in
diffraction theory had been employing concepts, well known to communication
engineers, but which appeared quite nebulous to those working in the field of
optics. The key to the analysis and synthesis procedure in communication
theory is the "system function", defined as the Fourier transform of the
system's impulse response function. This is to be identified with Schade 1 s
"sine wave flux response function" and Marechal's "modulation function, " defined
as the Fourier transform of the optical system's intensity response to a point
source. It is not difficult to show that such a function can be interpreted as a
contrast rendition versus spatial frequency curve for sine wave targets. Thus
it is possible to measure simultaneously the contrast rendition and resolution
limit of an optical system by evaluating the modulation function. The problem
of analytically computing this function and interpreting it was, mathematically
speaking, an intriguing one. Much of the emphasis has been placed on the
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analysis of several ideal optical systems in the terminology of linear passive
network theory.
Section I presents the mathematical background for the subsequent use of
Fourier series and integrals. While the major portion of the material can be
found in the literature, it was necessary to derive the orthogonality conditions
for continuous eigenvalues in order to present the methods of expanding functions
into series and integrals in a unified fashion.
In Section II, the general theory of diffraction is presented and emphasis
is placed on the various Fourier relations which arise. Here again, the
demonstration of these Fourier transform relationships in diffraction theory
date back to Michelson. However, the interpretations of these concepts in
terms of network theory is stressed. The evaluation of the modulation function
by means of a convolution integral over the aperture was presented by Luneberg
(ref. 6) and later emphasized by Marechal in a lecture at the Boston University
Physical Research Laboratories. To test the theory, several modulation functions
were devised for apertures of simple geometry. Since the modulation function is
defined as the Fourier transform of the point image intensity distribution, it was
decided to attempt the double integration to corroborate the result of the
geometrical approach and in the hope that the method would be applicable in cases
where it was not possible to perform the convolution integral analytically. The
scheme employed was that of integration with respect to a parameter, the results
of which were indeed gratifying. It is hoped that some of the relations which were
encountered will be of use in more advanced treatments in the future. The results
of the double integrations and geometrical approach were in agreement with Steel

(ref. 13) who had since published his method of obtaining the modulation function
for annuli by finding the response of the system to a line source and taking its
one dimensional Fourier Transform. Further emphasis is placed on the
modulation function as a measure of contrast rendition .
Section III is concerned with several ideal systems which are approximated
in television scanning systems and geometrical optics. An extensive treatment
of scanning apertures and the corresponding transfer characteristic function
had been presented by Schade (ref. 11), hence it was decided to present
several general criteria for the quality of a system in terms of its capability
of edge preservations. In this regard, several cases were considered whereby
it was possible to establish certain quality characteristics in terms of edge
deterioration. A treatment of the phenomena of "spurious resolution" from
the examination of the modulation function is also presented, along with an
outline of the extension to random detail and the general synthesis procedure.
Finally the restrictions and limitations on the general synthesis problem
along with references to actually existing synthesizing operations are given.
In conclusion, the author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. T. P.
Cheatham and Dr. A. Kohlenberg for originally suggesting the investigation
and for my introduction to the theory of the analysis and synthesis of a linear
passive system. For their continued assistance and guidance I am indebted to
Dr. D. Smith and Dr. W. Hauser. Finally for their invaluable suggestions
and aid I should like to thank Mr. J. Gerdes and Mr. T. Hoban.

1I. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
A. . Eigenfunctions and Eigenvalues
The mathematical framework for the remainder of the paper is pre-
sented in one unit in order to preserve continuity in the main body of the
dis sertation.
Initially the eigenfunction solutions of certain partial differential
equations arising in mathematical physics will be assumed. Hence, as
a starting point, let us postulate, for generality, the Sturm-Liouville
differential equation;
1 . 1
Those familiar with mathematical physics will recognize this as the
generalized form of the separated equation where A is the separation
constant, i.e., the eigenvalue. Corresponding to each eigenvalue A n ,
there exists an eigenfunction which satisfies equ.(l.l)
Hence we may write;
1. 2
.A.
4+ % (A = o
where A is real
and similarly;
1 . 3
f>0) + (A K (A - o
the starred notation implying the complex conjugate.
*
If we now multiply (1. 2) by and (1. 3) by , subtract and integrate
over the region for which ^(4) is defined, we have;
(£ .1)
At this point it must be remarked that this differential equation is
concerned with boundary value problems, the physical constraints of
which demand that 1^ or ^ vanish at the boundaries, or perhaps T(^)
With this in mind, let us now integrate the first integral of (1.4)
by parts;
and similarly
1.6
Now from the conditions cited above on 7- and at the boundaries and
by substituting (1.5) and ( 1 . 6) in ( 1 . 4) , we have;
1
. 7
(X„ - AjJ J. Y* = o
If we assume non-degenerate eigenvalues, i.e., /A M ^ ,
the extremely important relationship;
1.8
we have
CJ
where cTnrr, is the standard "Kronecker delta" having the interpretation
Co ™ ? n
£ / m = n
Thus the 'i- *> form an orthogonal set and f CV) is called the weighting
function. In order to normalize this set of functions, it is necessary

3merely to define a new set such that;
"m
then;
1.9 J % iC dfi = cTmn
However, in what is to follow we shall assume that the normalization
constant has been absorbed into the eigenfunctions in order to dispense
with the primed notation. For a more comprehensive treatment on the
completeness of eigenfunctions, degeneracy and Sturm -Liouville theory
in general, the reader should consult ref. #8 and the additional references
cited therein.
As an aside, we may mention that two vectors A and'B are said to
be "orthogonal" if their scalar product vanishes.
In like manner, in n-dimensional space, the orthogonality condition
becomes;
n
I. 11 £ A IB = o
If we now consider an infinite dimensional space in which the components
/\i and Bc become continously distributed, then c becomes a continuous
variable instead of a denumerable index and we have for the scalar product;
112
A Q BOA = o

4This definition of orthogonality, of course, assumes a specific range of
integration to be meaningful.
As for the property of completeness, the reader again is referred
to refs. #8 and #9 wherein this property is established from a variational
standpoint. Suffice to say at present, a set of functions is complete if
an arbitrary function satisfying the same boundary conditions as the
functions of the set can be expanded in a series with constant coefficients,
i. e.
,
i-u 4t+> = 1 C„ *t (+)
n - I
From the orthogonality property previously established, one can
f
evaluate the coefficients by multiplying both sides of (1. 13) by "j^/fCtf^
and integrating;
or
In this way we have a series expansion for^6«)in terms of eigenfunctions
and constant coefficients which can be readily evaluated. The constant
terms are called "Fourier coefficients".
Thus far we have dealt with eigenfunctions defined over a finite region
of integration, the eigenvalues taking on discrete values. Further on
we shall show that over an infinite domain for the eigenfunctions in which
we are interested, the eigenvalues become continuous and the normalization

5and orthogonality relation is given by
—
oo
where £(A-<\')is the "Dirac delta function" which enjoys the unusual property
of being zero everywhere except at the point, A' A and there being infinite,
but in such a way that
1. 17
Other properties of this "function" are well known and can readily
be found in the literature. *
In a completely analogous fashion, therefore, it is possible to express
a function in an integral form, in terms of eigenfunctions which possess
continuous eigenvalues.
00
itH
-£G& **-f CCA W\, *)
Now multiplying both sides by % (X^tj^C't-) and integrating, we
have
i. 19 r C f * *T r
whence
1 . 20
oo
Hence we see that the methods for discrete and continuous eigenvalues
are completely analogous once the normalization and orthogonality properties
*cf. for example Schiff's "Quantum Mechanics" rf. #12

6of the eigenfunctions have been established.
B. Fourier Series and Integral
Let us now consider the one -dimensional scalar Helmholtz equation
which arises, for example, in the problem of a vibrating string.
1. 21
We see that this is a special form of the Sturm -Liouville differential
equation (V/Jwith:
-j*> Or) ~ / } Cl-)
=
-W'*) - / j A - ~&>
1. 22
The solutions to this equation are the eigenfunctions
And the physical restrictions demand, for example [3.(0) = V.U) s *]j
that the eigenvalue take the form
1. 23
* ' >
thus the eigenfunctions for this equation are
1. 24
X - =
and further we see that
1. 25 & +
4- = ^
4^
let us now define u; = and our eigenfunctions as

7with this notation we can now expand a periodic function in the interval
ZL -"r's^ in terms of these eigenfunctions
.
To determine the C„ -s we multiply both sides by c and integrate:
1.28 f#> oc C^Hn.^i.
or
1.29 „ i i -i*mf>4M <s ^
Now for non-periodic functions we let approach infinity, and
if
ifij-
remains finite: that is, since w-ni«Jand JL ~ 1.29 become;
1. 30 /»
Now as LP^O and the relative amplitudes of the spectrum come
closer together and eventually become continuous. Despite the fact that
C ^ also approaches zero, it is reasonable to expect that^^remains finite
With this in mind, let us rewrite (1. 27) by multiplying the numerator and
denominator of the right hand member by uJ - ^
Now taking the limit of equations(l. 30) and (1. 31) in the following manner:
n
oo
t
—> o /± to —> at
and let us now define:

8whence, in the limit
oo
1 . 33
where
1. 34
) -
It is precisely these equations which we now define as Fourier transform
pairs. Here y^.) represents a non -periodic function which obeys certain
general restrictions which shall be mentioned further on, and
^.0*^ represents
the continuous spectral density which makes up ^ 0?) , the actual complex
harmonic amplitudes being given by ^.(uj) JLu> .
We shall now prove the normalization and orthogonality properties of
the eigenfunction as stated in equation 1. 6 namely:
1 . 35
^ ^ ^ ^ —J—
1/ (/ JLJ7- <^TT ^-^)Q- j
hence
1.36 t
—£ db, - £ Ceo - oj')
J Air
— oo
At this point let us now summarize the procedure of expanding a
function into its sine wave components.
* cf. Ref. 12 Wherein Schiff defines £(4)= / «**o/2*t

9a) Periodic function
1 . 37
Multiplying through by <s
1 . 38 %
c m uJ fjC
oo
j/ -p and integrating we have:
whence
1 . 39
-ft*
' c r\ M
_ t, m LP y
Hence the amplitudes of the sine wave components are discrete and
their magnitude is given by (1 39)
b) Non-Periodic Functions (— &° < ^ oo)
1 . 40
l/XT
lip*
In a completely analogous fashion, multiply through by e / \Jatiz and
integrate
1.41 X
1
f*TT
whence
1.42
oo
r
— OO
oo
r
Here the amplitudes of the sine wave components are continuous
and their magnitude is given by ^C^) d-
^
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C . Multi -dimensional Fourier representation *
The extension of this procedure to n-dimensions will not be presented
here. However, the method is entirely analogous to the one -dimensional
case and the results will be demonstrated.
1. 43
In the case of discrete eigenvalues the orthonormal property becomes
9^ ^ J, t»;—uH-
Thus we can expand
-^(^'j *n *he following series
1. 44
££.-£. C.
Now multiplying both sides by c f(J^) ancl integrating we have
/ft,*.
-*J
In like manner we can extend the procedure for transient functions
to n-dimensions, namely:
1.47 , \
n
Cf° C i3-X
n
where 3j • IZI = £?; ^
Again making use of the orthonormal property
n
1.48 rr r ji'H~'**')*i j \ r/ x r/ k f/
J J J £i/Tjr)
evaluate ^ « • cJ„ )we can
* cf. ref. #8

11
i. e
ooi rr r - c to
1. 49
One case of particular interest is the two-dimensional problem with
circular symmetry. We can approach this problem either from the two
dimensional Fourier representation in cartesian coordinates and transform
to polar coordinates, or starting with scalar Helmholtz equation in polar
coordinates. Actually we shall make use of both schemes, but to be
consistent we shall introduce the orthogonal functions and their properties
from the scalar Helmholtz equation as a special case of the Sturm -Liouville
differential equation.
Namely
150
_L ^(st<AJL\
Employing the method of separation of variables we find,
dl* 'G-i—
andL52
-a- ^f) + * ~-° > *
= *w
where / = Ti(^) ^O-* C&)
Equation 1. 52 being immediately recognized as Bessels equation.
We have implicitly rejected the Bessel function of the second kind as a
solution to 1. 52 since it approaches infinity as approaches zero.
What is of interest however, is that the eigenfunctions for two dimensions
Is
12
in polar coordinates are of the form
1.53 ,p ~ e Jm C -&^)
Again, from the physical constraints imposed on most problems
wherein this function arises,e. g. <f) —C } k must take on some
characteristic or eigenvalue which we shall denote by
1. 54
Noting that the weighting function from (1. 52) is we have for
the orthogonality condition
*, * /a
= 7/^" rl + , t*>mA ^
Thus the eigenfunction is given by
Let us now consider the expansion of any function
' e) in terms of
these eigenfunctions
157 «- w©
e) = j: ^ —- e 31^ *>)
in order to evaluate the C
mt s we multiply through by (^^'^J
i/ 77" X~ fuj '<3o)
and integrate: CO

13
1.58
frrr 0*>*)\\t J n ^ J m 4. ^ mn
or
O a
It is seen that the method is entirely analogous to the one -dimensional
Fourier series.
Again it will be postulated that as oj <*> the comjL s come closer
together and in the limit become continuous. The result of the limiting process
is the Fourier -Bessel transform, and for the special case where the
function may be represented as ^J,(/f
t
&) - V Q^) e.
and
CO
1.61 f(u») * jjt (<>*>) 1^ *?dr
The application of this pair is now obvious from what has proceeded
once we establish the orthogonality property for the Bessel function over
an infinite domain. That is, we must prove that
OA
»
To do this we make use of the following scheme;
let
r n
i.63 y^^AT^t**)^^ JX,(^^6^)^^

14
whence
:
making use of the recurrence relation
** 1. 65
1. 64 become s
oL I n fit— ^ »
Employing the asymptotic form for the Bessel functions
1. 67
/3 -e> OO 77 <3
/^ ZZL_ >22_ZL
\ ^ a
and letting
1. 68
= UJ
1. 69
1. 66 becomes
or
CO — uj '
mi I
UJ -uJ UJ
-f-UJ
J
* From the recurrence relationships for Bessel Functions;

But recalling that Schiff (ref. 12jdefines the "Dirac delta function " as
and noting that the second term in 1. 70 is an odd function which will
undergo an infinite number of oscillations that will, in the limit, average
out to zero, * we have
00
1. 72
which is what we set out to prove.
Let us now illustrate the use of the orthogonality property for the Fourier
Bessel transforms.
r
Now multiplying through by X^, Cy> d*J and integrating
1,74 f/(')^M^^ =f^)^T^C^)Z(^)^^
oo
1. 75
O
which verifies equation 1. 6l
It should be noted here that this transform is applicable only where
E(re)is a single valued function of & so that it can be represented
as ** •^C*/)
* cf. Morse and Feshbach ref. #9 ; ** cf. ref. #14

It will be of interest to arrive at this same result by means of the
two dimensional Fourier integral in cartesian coordinates. Since this
has essentially been done in the references already cited, let us make
use of the rather simple case for which F(^) is not a function of &
In this case - o and we have from 1.47 in two dimensions
1.76 £f°
and
1.77 r r _lu>
^
now making use of the circular symmetry, oc ^ y.) ~ ^
1 7 8 00 Xif > , .\
c o
but
1. 79
hence
1. 80
and from 1.72
1. 81
h °
r
which of course agrees with equations 1. 60 and I. 61 for rh =• o
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The reason for establishing these relationships will become obvious
when they are applied to problems possessing circular symmetry.
D . Conditions and restrictions on the use of Fourier Series and Integrals.
While a detailed and rigorous treatment concerning the Dirichlet
conditions is not within the province of this discussion, the reader being
referred to the standard texts in this field, such as ref. 1 , we nevertheless
shall state the provisions for expanding a function in a Fourier series or
integral.
a) Fourier series
Over one period the function must
1) possess single valuedness
2) remain finite
3) have a finite number of discontinuities
4) have a finite number of maxima and minima
b) Fourier Integral
1) ^fa) must be single valued in the range — oo <~ ^ < 00 .
However, it may have a finite number of finite discontinuities.
2) at a point of discontinuity
-y„ , the function will be given
by the mean value
3) the integral ^ j ^ Qfi ] must exist.
»o
A word of caution is in order at this point with regard to the interpretation
of uj as defined in equations 1. 54 and 1. 23. The reason for associating with
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the wave number will become obvious when this material is applied to certain
optical systems. In most cases, ^C'fiJ will be an intensity distribution as a
function of the space coordinates, hence wj will be employed as representative
-/ - /
of a spatial frequency £rad^ £lJ -not temporal frequency f rad.] £ TJ
E. Linear Systems
While the major portion of this material can be found in references 2, 3,
and 5, an outline of the more important concepts is necessary at this point
to maintain continuity of thought throughout the dissertation. The basic
concepts will be presented for one -dimensional systems tacitly assuming
that the method is extendable to two or n-dimensions as shown in references
(3) and (5) respectively.
The conditions for linearity demand that
1. 82
a) if
c)
(/l) * (-^p ) where » is to be interpreted
as "gives"
then^y Of)^ *^1> ^* where =*< is an arbitrary constant
then * £.<4i <«^+f&
if J, (*) -2
thei
Let us now imagine a physical system which possesses these properties
of linearity. Then if we use a unit impulse (Dirac delta "function" previously
(
19
introduced) as an input, the system can be said to operate on this unit
impulse to give some output
1. e
In the electrical case ~&s is the voltage vs. time response of the system
to an impulse function, and in the optical case will be the intensity vs.
space response of the lens to a point source, to cite but two illustrations.
From the linearity conditions, if our input is now made up of a series
of discrete points of varying magnitude we have
i
and in the limit when the input is a continuous function 1 . 84 becomes
oo
1.85 J rj\ - f y \ cf. Fig. 1-1(*) = f^u(^'^a) (<*o) dfr
It may be recognized from 1.85 that Splays the role of a Green's
function or response function that arises in many of the advanced problems
in Mathematical Physics. From 1. 85 we see also that in theory at least,
one can evaluate the output of a linear physical system by integration,
knowing the response function. Indeed, if we had n such systems coupled
together, each having its own response function we would have to perform
h such integrations in succession to evaluate the final output. In
practice, of course, this proves quite tedious, if not impossible. However,
the lengthy discourse on the applicability of Fourier transforms now will
US'"
20
become obvious if we take the Fourier Transform of both sides of equation
(1.85)
1.86 . F^(J\ - fL ^ ^ m
where F^j. and F^f^oJ) represent the spectrum of the output and input
respectively. If we now consider our n-coupled systems each having its own
system function, hln (uj) ; the evaluation of the final output spectrum reduces
to n successive multiplication processes. It is precisely this tremendous
simplification which makes the Fourier method such a powerful tool.
It is important at this point to elaborate on the significance of equation
1. 86. A convenient way of interpreting it, is to think of H (^A , the
system function or modulation function as operating, as it were, on the
spectrum of the input ( ^) . That is, in a picturesque fashion, the
physical system "sees" only sine waves and acts on them separately. Hence,
knowing //(kJ), and plotting it together with the sine wave components (spectrum)
of the input, performing the appropriate multiplication, the result will be the
output spectrum, from which of course the actual output could be constructed.
As previously stated, except for a factor of t/^vr , // (uj) is the exact
Fourier transform of the system's response to an impulse function- Applications
illustrating this point will be discussed more fully later in this paper.
* Thus a knowledge of the modulation function affords a quantitive measure
of the physical system's performance.* In the next section we shall analyze
* N. B. The term system function H arises in electrical engineering.
Recently the same function has been termed modulation function m
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several optical systems in terms of their modulation function and in fact
emphasize the interpretation of these functions. Later a method will be
described wherein one purposely alters the modulation function in order to
demand given response characteristics of the system.
Again, for more extensive treatments of this procedure, the reader is
referred to the standard works in Linear Network Theory and refs. (2), (3)
and (5). An outline of the extension to random distributions in the input
will be given in a later section of this paper.
optics. It is to be noted that the two are equivalent and both will be used
extensively, i. e. A?C uJ ^ — ^ (^J

21a
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II. Application of Fourier Methods to the Diffraction of Plane Waves by
Apertures
A. Formulation of The Problem
The methods described in the preceding section will now be applied to
the well known optical phenomenon, the diffraction of a monochromatic
plane wave by slits, circular apertures and annuli. The source for much of
the material herein presented can be found in refs. (13) and (17).
We shall assume Maxwell's equations and start with the wave equation
derivable from them, namely
2. 1
where 3£ is any component(carte siar) of the electromagnetic field quantities.
The usual scheme for solving this type of equation is to assume a solution of
the form
c ****
2.2
_L = <t> X *) e
By substitution into equation (2.1), we obtain the scalar Helmholtz equation.
2.3 jh , ^
tV + % <P = C
Thus for an observer to the right of the screen (cf. Fig. 2-1) the problem
reduces to that of a boundary value problem with the value of
<f>
and "3 n
known over an infinite domain bounding the right hand side of the screen.
The method to be employed here will be that of the Green's function as
illustrated in fig. 2-2. Let us define G-(,/*J/^r') as the response at "PC"!^^ a
{ )
23
due to a point source at •f^
^ (
2r)
. In spherical coordinates, therefore,
the Green's function satisfies the following differential equation.
It can be shown* that the solution to this equation is a spherical wave
emanating from T C , fH.
l
2-V
- ^ where f\ = ^ —
Let us now subtract equation (2.4) multiplied by from equation
2. 3 multiplied by £r and integrate over the volume to the right of the screen,
the result:
2 6
From the properties of the "delta function" previously established, and
making use of Green's theorem**, (2. 6) becomes
where the integration is carried out over the area bounding the volume to
the right of the screen.
»#
At this point we shall consider / as a point source emitting a mono-
chromatic spherical wave.
Hence
2. 8
* Morse & Feshbach, ref. #9; ** Green's Theorem
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We thus arrive at the Kirchhoff-Huygens formulation for the diffraction
problem. It is interesting to note that equation (2. 7) is a neat verification
of Huygens principle; since G~ represents the disturbance at "H 2 '.)
due to a point source at T'Y'f, , we have merely added up all of the con-
tributions in the wave front in the form of an integral. Hence each
point acts as a source, the net contribution being given by (2. 7).
Further, since
2.9 / Ail =
6r> 6
(2.7) becomes
If we now make the following feasible approximations in the optical
case that:
QlSL > > _J_ •
X R'
J > >
2. cos. (n, R 1 ) and cos (n, R") are constant over
the aperture, i. e.
,
cos (n, R 1 ) = 1; cos (n, R") ^"-1
we have
2
and
2
3. and ^ ^ vanish on the screen
11 cA[c^(?>
l
^)-c^(n, (C
cZAR' ft" JJ
_ ; &(£> Vp")
•12 *6*'3>')« f
r ft")

25
From Fig. 2-1, we have:
• r 1^ f ? " « "7 ^
and K"- CC^-^^^Vrf'*]^- [/'Vr^^"-^7"]"
and
Expanding(2. 13) in a power series we have:
Neglecting terms in anc* ( ^'/jlj • an(^ defining
^ '= ; ^ " - and 2/'- ; y " -
we h xve:
so that (2. 12) becomes
We can simplify this expression further by defining reduced coordinates,
i. e.
,
let the maximum ang. coordinates be given by and [/
s^
in the x and y directions respectively; then let us define.
2.17 , r-
and further let
r ' * ^„
*
' r ' - ^
'
2.18 ' /

26
then (2. 1 6) becomes , ^
2.19 (p(T'y) = cAcW J h 73 "R" ^ J
We can further simplify this expression by normalizing the disturbance at
=
^
= 7jdue to a point source at f
/"'
m ° =
Z
7
")
> i. e. ^> ( Oj o) ~ /
And if we define: A . ~ J ~ f
t - r -y'
we ha e:
2.20 ^X-VX)
For generality in the derivation we should postulate that due to aberrations,
etc.
,
a phase factor 4 should be introduced over the aperture so that
writing this phase factor as
2. 21 p (_ /4 y) ~ where A*A(Ai)is the deviation of the
actual wave front from
a reference sphere
(2 .20) would become in general
=
J J
Z
7^ y) e cf - fi § 2 - 3
— OO
Thus we have the extremely important relationship that within the
approximations made, the amplitude response at due to a point
source at T
/ ^
is, the Fourier transform of the phase function over the
aperture
.
For an ideal system, the phase factor is taken to be zero, i. e.
,
I over the aperture. Hence, in the absence of aberrations, the
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amplitude response is the Fourier transform of the geometry of the aperture.
This significant relationship is said to have originally been pointed out by
Michelson. The notation and subsequent relationships in this paper, however
,
are to be found in the works of Duffieux and Marechal.
Noting that the intensity distribution for a point source is given by:
And recalling that the modulation function is defined as the Fourier
transform of X"(JC
~Y~)$ it can be shown that by making use of Equation (2. 22)
and 2. 23, the modulation function can be obtained by performing a convolution
integral of the aperture with itself, i. e.
,
from
2.24
. rr . (a'x: + v'T)
YHa\ y) - JJ I rx yX) c Jt^z
~ oo
it can be shown that*
2 25
°°
fU<V") - j[ F (4 y) F * (/Z + x3 'y* Y) Jla dv'
— OO
The importance of equation (2. 25) in ideal cases will be demonstrated
shortly, as the integral in equ. (2. 24) is not always easily evaluated, and thus
for apertures of simple geometry, equation ( 2. 25) proves much more useful.
* F rom 2 24 and 2.23
integrating first over d-Jl then over Jl <£. )r"
OS
A JL\r
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3 , Single Slit Diffraction:
We shall now attempt to demonstrate the procedure outlined in the
previous section for a one -dimensional problem, namely, the infinite one
dimensional slit. Equation 2. 22 for the one -dimensional slit becomes
2.26 r
°° I
<P(X) = J
e *
where we shall take
over the aperture and zero elsewhere; hence;
2
-
Z7
f ' c<3X n'
or
If we evaluate 2. 28 for a line source at ^\ ~ ^ ' we nave »
It proves useful at this point to define ~ ~ ^^o, then in
normalized form 2. 29 becomes:
and the intensity response to a line source is
2. 31
1 J
Let us first evaluate the modulation function by taking the Fourier
transform of 2. 31; later we shall show that the convolution integral method

due to Marechal simplifies the procedure a great deal.
Thus
r°r
CuJ
t'
2.32 ft (J) -
J
j
^ (^n^')l e dl^
which is the Fourier transform of a triangular pulse about the origin.
( A derivation of this is given in Appendix 2-1). In normalized form
2. 33 A/i/ \ / j as shown in Figure 2
We see therefore that the upper limit of resolution of a sine target
occurs for
2. 34a uJ — c2 tu.
or
2.34b ^ ~ J. T
Hence a sine target whose period is less than JL\ J H> 4 , or which
subtends an angle
2. 35
would not be resolved.
We can now give a simple interpretation of the modulation function a
shown in fig. 2-4
Suppose that our object is a cosine target so that
then our image distribution is given by
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2. 37
This integral represents nothing more than a summation of the response of the
system to a line source integrated over the whole object. We see that, in
keeping with the notation established previously, fyy"-^*) ^ s gi-ven by (equation 2. 31)
Substituting 2. 36 in 2. 37 we have
2. 38
We see that the first integral in the expression is a constant which establishes
the constant level in the image plane. The second integral, however , is of
interest if we employ a change of variable, namely, let ~ ^ ^ then:
2. 39 j, (^) = £' + ft ^ crvy) jljo'
or
2. 40
m our case is anNoting that the integration is over , and that Mr)
even function, we see that the second integral vanishes.
Whence:
2 ' 41 / " G'lf'BM) ;w~x'<<:F'j C.
Emphasizing again that the intensity response to a line source,
we see that the term inside the brackets is it's Fourier transform. Since
this is precisely the definition of the modulation function, equ. 2.41 becomes
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2.42 J U') ~ C + M(~) C, e*» -i
We can now interpret the modulation function in the following manner:
given a cosine intensity distribution in the object, the amplitude will be
reduced by a factor of in the image plane, where A?^) is the
ordinate corresponding to a given ^ in fig. 2-5. To generalize
this still further, let us suppose that the object is a target whose Fourier
expansion is of the form
Z ' 43 / (J
*
C
*
^Cj^^^" -r^^S^'i----; L e - > ^ bar target.
We can write immediately that the image distribution is given by:
Now since ~ for ^ ;? j. ojo , the diffraction system acts like a
low-pass spatial frequency filter.
While the examples cited above were done by way of illustration, the
importance of the method lies in the fact that the modulation function gives us
directly a measure of amplitude reduction versus spatial frequency for any
object expandable in a Fourier series or integral. Hence by properly defining
contrast for a cosine target, and plotting the object spectrum together with
the modulation function, proper multiplication will give the output (image)
spectrum.
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Since
,
2.45 F = AH/,*
from which, of course, the actual intensity distribution in the image can be
constructed.
It will be interesting at this point to compare the modulation function
by means of the convolution method suggested by Marechal, namely:
OO
2,46
rt(r) = J FO) F * t y 1- v') <£v
- <*o
The actual computation of this integral is shown in Appendix 2 -II; it is
enough to state here that the common area falls off linearly as a function
of the shift, and is zero for y = ^L.— - -J±L— ~> ju
i. e.
2
-
47
• -
_ ^-bJL
which, of course, agrees with the results established earlier and given
in equation 2. 34.
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C
. Annulus and Circular Aperture:
The method for computing the modulation function for annuli and circular
apertures is completely analogous to the previous treatment of the slit except
that the problem is two ^dimensional.
Let us imagine therefore a point source at the origin of our object plane,
so far removed from the screen that essentially we can assume a plane wave
incident upon the screen. With s]L> ~ O - su our integral (equation 2. 22)
become s
2
- 48
*("',y)~ff /=* (4 K) e jLa jly
Here again for a non-aberrating aperture, f~ (j^ , s ' over the annulus
and zero else -where. We see further from the symmetry of the problem
that (equation 2.48) can be written in terms of a Bessel transform as shown
in (section I, equation 1 . 80), i. e.
where <T * s X? tr -h Y * f s f * + h'
making use of the recurrence relationship for Bessel functions we find tha.t:
2.50 f>(r)= jLTr^fzffc) - ^ xcrw]
where Rj and R2 are the
and °v ~ ^ ^ inner and outer radii respectively
hence ^ _. ) ^ ^
x
,
1ssit 91
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2. 51
- oC
and 2. 50 becomes:
2.52 _ ^77-
1) Circular Aperture
At this point, for the sake of clarity, let us consider the case of a
circular aperture of radius R, (°i = Oj we then have in normalized
form
2. 53
where
Further, let us define
2. 54
J
£7T (I
\1 ?
J- XJL
The reason for this choice will become evident later on in this discussion.
Equation 2. 53 is the normalized amplitude response of the system to a unit
impulse (point source). The intensity response therefore is given by
2. 55
Mr) = [-
where J - ^ -h^' in the image plane. The modulation function
can be evaluated one of two ways; either by a direct Fourier Transform of
equation 2. 55, or by the convolution integral over the aperture as suggested
by Marechal*. In this case it proves simpler to perform the convolution
cf. (ref. 6)
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over the aperture as shown in Appendix 2 -III, the result being
2.56 f|/w\ =. -Jk
rr
While this result was arrived at rather simply by geometry, it is
instructive to compute the modulation function analytically. This has been
done by Steel (ref. 13), and will be outlined here in order to illustrate the
method by which one can compute modulation functions.
The amplitude response at "P
^ ^ 'J
due to a point source at
f'fo.'^^is given in terms of equation 2. 22, where, upon integration in precisely
the same manner as in equation 2.49, we have
2. 57
where again
2 .5 8 JX1 - f"~ {' - = if "-*')
Hence the intensity response at ^ ' - O , due to a line source along ^
"= o
,
is given by
2. 59
employing a change of variable; f- = j ^
'
2. 60
t(r) * * f
the result of which is
2.61 kl"l) = ^ ( - 7
r
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where H. (* 7') is the Struve function of first order and is defined as
7T
Hence in normalized form the intensity response of the system to a line
source is
2. 63
The modulation function is then the Fourier transform of 2. 63 as shown by
Steel (ref. 13); namely
2. 64 ai /. v _ J>77 A (** ') c CUJ>
— 00
or in terms of
2. 65
7
*L , we have
6
Neglecting the constant for the time being, and making use of the definition
of the Struve function, we have
2.66 r°° , , P . ,
1
Making use of the relationship between the sine of the sum and difference
of two angles;
2. 67
' f 4
4>»
^5
7
but
2, 68
00
r
j
cu 7 G
Ou - o
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From this integral we see that
2. 69 if ^ / then ~h «^ e > 6
and —
r
4^ xx^*o & s °
<A CO
if
-r^— < I f-^r- -h^ &\ and /-^ &)
will be of opposite signs in the interval; J*i ^~ & d£"^ai
hence
r
2.70 M(^) = \ d^<u tV at (p yj < I
° J.-'oO
°
- o > I
Hence our normalized, one -dimensional modulation function becomes
2. 71
which of course agrees with equation 2. 56.
The interpretation of the modulation function will again be emphasized
at this point. From the curve shown in Fig. 2-6 ? we see that a sine wave
object whose spatial frequency is such that
2. 72 ou ^> lo = ^ ^- will not be passed by the system
This corresponds to a limit of resolution for the sine wave in terms of the
period
2. 73 & = "P „ A
A
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Thus the spatial spectrum can be evaluated from our relationship previous
established.
and this of course holds for periodic or for transient objects whether their
spectrum is discrete or continuous, respectively.
For the purpose of laboratory testing with sine wave targets, one can
define contrast such that the modulation curve is a measure of contrast
rendition versus spatial frequency. For example, suppose that our target
is of the form
2. 74
2. 75
and we define contrast such that
2. 76 - T
then for a sine wave target
2. 77
c
1.
hence we can write 2. 75 in terms of contrast
2. 78
In the image plane this becomes
2. 79
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or
2.80 ^ ty)
m %'( ' + G-y. <!~
where the image contrast is given by C — /V C^)
If we now define the contrast rendition as
2.81 a
we can indeed speak of the modulation curve as a contrast rendition versus
spatial frequency plot for sine wave targets; for
2. 82
and since B and B are related by a proportionality constant, we have that
2. 83
^ Mi*)
which of course can be normalized to one for uJ =
It should be pointed out, however, that now for sinusoidal objects in
general, the modulation curve is a direct measure of the amplitude reduction
of the sine and/or cosine terms in the Fourier series of the object in the
sense of equation 2. 44. In the terminology of network theory, diffracting
systems behave as low-pass spatial filters.
It is to be noted that in the Marechal scheme and Steel's method for
evaluating the modulation function, the integrations and results were
basically one-dimensional. For example, Steel found the response of the
system to a line source and took the one-dimensional Fourier transform.
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For the point source response, we shall take the double Fourier transform
with circular symmetry. The result will be a two-dimensional modulation
funct'on which of course should reduce to the one-dimensional for a sine
wave with a frequency component in one direction.
The method for performing the integration was suggested to me by Dr.
Hauser. The double Fourier transform of equation 2.55 is,
transforming to polar coordinates
to
o
where of course
Let us now concentrate on the integral
2. 86 /° fJ'ff" a>
x _ c
<r- f'c*KJ &
or in the form
2. 87
6 /' <9
The term inside the brackets can be expressed as an integral over f since:
2
- 88 [c^M. =^
O
Thus we can write
2. 89
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Let
c r r s- ~° <^ rJ
2.90 X = -i \ <Lf \ &<r\ y, (f')e dweJLe
and n 3,-rr
2.91
The integral in equation 2. 91 is given in Watson's Bessel Functions
,
p. 405, as
QO
2. 92
4 r
As for I making use of formula #5, p. 20, Watson's Bessel Functions
,
for the integral def. of the Bessel Function of order n, that
which we have for the inner integral over © in equation 2. 90
2.94 *r
.
o
hence
2. 95
o -J
o
Again referring to Watson's Bessel Functions, #3, P. 411, we find that
2.96 v-t
[X^) YLM) Y/at) d± = *
if a, b, c are the sides of a triangle whose area is ,4 ; but that if a, b, c are
not the sides of a triangle then the integral is zero. In our case A is
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an isosceles triangle with unit sides and base <r , and hence the integral
will be zero for 1T* * . Thus for the integral over f in 2. 95
we have
oo
2. 97
t rex) r(r*)
where the I functions are given in general by
o
Integration by parts gives:
if we let aj in 2. 98 we have
2. 100
and for n -
r(r.) = 1 e
2.101 i
1 77"
.£ «^ £ ju
n ~? o
and by 2. 99
We have also for A
,
the area of the isosceles triangle of base <T~
,
and having unit sides:
2.103 A - 4" *V' -

43a
Thus 2. 95 becomes
2. 104
I, =
-^J^ffi/^T *<
or in neater form
2. 105* ± £ £
Now let
and our integral becomes -r;
2. 106 -r- • -
* A note is in order here with regard to the value of Xx for (P- ? $u
Note that for ^ 7^ we can write equation 2. 105 in the form
However the second integral is zero since J - o for <T~ ? ZL ,
hence J „ _ a O/- (-fl)" ^
hence
hence
I -

43b
or
2. 107
Hence equation 2. 89, which is the sum of and ^.becomes
2.108 j = - -jy/ -
^)*J ^rii
and recalling that = c
*'/^iu our normalized two -aimensional modulation
function is
2
' 109 AlM^Kte)--^^
We see of course that the two-dimensional modulation function with circular
symmetry is just the one -dimensional function generated through 5-77"
,
and that when our object is one -dimensional with a frequency component,
say along u>^ only, then u/^ =
<^>f, ,
and we have the equivalent one -dimensional
modulation function for a circular aperture.
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2) Annul i
Recalling that the amplitude response to a point source is given in
equation 2. 52, we have for the normalized intensity response
2. 110
L r
Taking the two-dimensional transform in polar form we have for the
modulation function
2
- m »w - {J [-^j
o o J
3 '
— C<7~f &
The first two integrals in equation 2. Ill (which we shall designate as
II and 1^ respectively) have already been evaluated for the circular
aperture, the solutions of which are
2. 112 *
X «
l_ ° • * j
* £ /
and
2. 113
^ ^ £ o^.
we thus have the integral
2.H4 T * * jsl( ^r) XRr )
-3 77 J ) p,*
*all terms have been multiplied by "%-for normalization purposes
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yet to evaluate
Again making use of the scheme of equations 2. 87, 2. 88 and 2. 89 ,
i. e., noting that
2.115
-if c^, & 6r c+«u &
we have for 2. 114
2. 116
J 77"
Now defining:
2. 117
r r r
JL<r
go jfT
7T
c
J
o o
r
V 77"
and
2. 118
5 TT
r.rr) t.u r) ^
r
Performing the integrations over & and making use of equation 2. 94
2.119 f r
and
2. 120
2. 121
r -- - f r>(r) *~,(°< r) ^ f •
* X r
Again referring to Watson's Bessel Functions, p. 405, we have that:
\ F I—
< 1 I
4 Z l
Since, from the physical interpretation of in this problem, it can only
I
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take on. values between and 1, we shall accept only the first of these values
Hence:
2. 122
Referring back to equation 2.96 and its interpretation, we have
2.123 T = V oL \.—A m
where, here, A is the area of a triangle of base <r~ and sides °i and T,
In terms of the angle included between the sides / and <*- we have that
2. 124 £ = -jL o<, <x^ r0 <f>
and again we note that ^ is zero everywhere except between the limits
/-<£<r-* /-/<so that
2. 1?5
where
* 7T
4. <L<xJ
It proves convenient to write equation 2. 125 in the form
2.126 *- Cf
x - ^ <a^»^ 4> cL <p where
- «?• o<.
c
and
2.127
-j- =
r
o
whence, upon integration:
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2.128 T = ¥*~fH'-^ U^- ' )/^~ *°/* , -^ofr
¥ irJLr I y c >_ / C v-/ "
or in terms of °C
2. 129
Now combining equation 2. 129 with 2. 122, we have
2. 130
3 jr
where the term inside the brackets is defined only for /~ °( — /•f°<-
For (T~ ~> I -f- we can write 2. 123 as
2.131
we
/ 7T \ <r 7T
o
where we see that the second integral is zero, since A is zero. Writing
the first integral in terms of
,
where
<f>
~ 7T~
,
for <T^~ I
,
have from 2. 129 with 4> - 77~~ .
2.132
¥
whence:
2. 133
-t
-3 —4 s
Thus in terms of I
,
I ,and I we have for the modulation function of the
1 2' 3
annulus from equation 2. 111.
2.134 m (w^ = + T T
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and
<p6
= <r =
Lu
as defined in equation 2. 50
Again it should be pointed out that if one is dealing with objects which
have only one frequency component, so that U->^ - fOT example, then
equation 2. 134 reduces to Steel's result in ref. 13, as indeed it should. It
is possible also to evaluate the modulation function by means of a convolution
integral. The actual scheme for doing this geometrically is shown in Appendix
2-IV and the modulation function for di~ o/ '/f / 'h -Vy is given in fig. 2-7. It
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should be noted that originally the convolution integral was performed from
the geometry of the system and hence the notation and variables differ from
those of equ. 2. 134. The equality of the two methods is brought out, however,
in Appendix IV.
The curves shown in fig. 2-7 have an interesting interpretation. They
suggest, for example, that for periodic detail whose fundamental frequency
is close to the resolution limit, the image contrast is enhanced by the
insertion of a central obstruction. However, for random detail for which
most of the information is in the low frequency end of the spectrum as in
photographic applications, a clear aperture is certainly more advisable.
It is also interesting to note that Rayleigh mentions Herschel's success in
separating star images by inserting a central disk. If the geometrical scheme
for obtaining these curves is considered, one is led to the obvious possibility
of getting a peak near the resolution limit by using a very thin annular ring.
The analogous one -dimensional case of course results in the interference
pattern of a double slit in place of the original single slit.
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III Scanning and Defocusing:
Thus far we have considered the problem of diffraction of plane waves
by various shaped apertures and have found that there is an upper limit of
resolution in terms of sine wave targets beyond which we are not able to
separate two successive maxima. We further stated that, in theory at least,
the method can be applied to any objects which are expandable in a Fourier
series or in a Fourier Integral, and to any shaped aperture providing the
expressions are integrable. The extension to random intensity distributions
and more difficult aperture functions will be given in a later part of this paper.
For the present let us examine some ideal systems which are approximated
in geometrical optics and television scanning. Perhaps the simplest case to
deal with is that of a simple scanning aperture commonly employed in television
systems (cf. fig. 3-1). This particular system lends itself to a simple analysis
a point source is simply a constant intensity over the circle and zero elsewhere
as shown below.
A) Circular Scanning Aperture
if we assume as an approximation that the response function for
3. 1
o
taking tne two-dimensional Fourier transform with rotational symmetry
3. 2
o
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which in our case becomes
3. 3
or
(1M - J. ^-^4^
Thus, in normalized form, the modulation function as shown in fig. 3-2 is
3,5
= % 31 Off)
u, "R
The interpretation of this function as the reduction of the amplitude of the
sine wave components has already been given. More will be said later con-
cerning the region where this function is negative.
Having obtained the modulation function, we could, in general, predict
the intensity distribution in the image by expanding the object distribution
into its Fourier spectrum and performing the proper multiplication in the
frequency domain, as was done previously for the diffraction problems.
However, for some simple objects the integration can actually be carried
out in the space domain and we shall proceed to do this for an edge and a
series of bars.
Before actually investigating the problem of scanning by a circular
aperture or slit, let us first of all set up some general principles for problems
of this sort. If the object to be scanned is a series of bars or an edge, the
analysis can be simplified greatly without ever resorting to the frequency
domain. Let us therefore formulate the problem in general where
"^^j
is the intensity distribution of just one white bar on a black field.
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Then
3.6 J U) = / + } / 6*)
and integrating by parts:
OO
where
3. 8
Since the first expression in (3. 7) vanishes at the limits we have
3.9
This is an extremely important relationship, i. e. ,we need merely know the
response of the system to a point source and plot the area under this curve as
a function of the variable. Then according to equation (3.9) we plot this
distribution about each edge and perform the appropriate addition and sub-
traction graphically. The extension to a series of bars or to one edge is
obvious and will be demonstrated shortly.
If the response of the system to a point source or line source is symmetric,
then we can say the following:
that in the absence of spurious effects which will be discussed shortly
a) the distribution about an edge will be symmetric
b) the second derivative of the distribution vanishes at the edge
c) the intensity at the edge will be one half its' maximum value.
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These properties hold until we arrive at the curious phenomena known as
"spurious resolution", about which more shall be said later.
Applying these results to the problem of a circular scanning aperture
we see that for a circle
or in normalized form
o y *
-
3. 11
/
- / ± 7 5 /
v si*
Thus whether the target is a single edge or a series of bars we merely plot
equation (3 11) about each edge and add up the contributions graphically with
the appropriate signs. If we do this for various values of the ratio of circle
radius to bar width we find that the maximum intensity decreases until the
distribution is practically constant (cf. fig. 3-2), whence as the circle radius
increases with respect to the width, the maxima begins to build up again in
between the pulses, i. e. ,the original black and white bars have reversed
their positions. This 180° phase shift in space is called "spurious resolution".
For a general treatment of this phenomena, it is simpler at first to
consider a sine wave target and then apply the results to the bar (or square
wave) target. The blurred image of a sine wave target is given by
3.12
and in the case that we are interested in presently, namely .scanning with
a circular aperture, flfa) is given in fig 3-2 . Noting that the variable is
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3. 13
which is a measure of the ratio of the circle radius to the period of the sine
wave, we see that as this variable increases the amplitude of the sine wave
is continuously decreased and actually vanishes when
U> R « A 11 K - 3.93
7>
3. 83 being the first root of S~, (4J
For this particular value, the blurred image reduces to a constant distribution
since /*) (juS) - O in (equation 3 . 1 2)
.
Further increase in the variable "p shows that /*? (uj) becomes negative.,
whence 3.12 becomes
or a 180° phase shift in space has occurred. This amplitude modulation
and spatial phase shift will continue to occur according to fig. 3-2.
Let us now apply the previous analysis to a square wave or bar target.
Its blurred image distribution is given by
i
3. 16 I^f*) = T$ + JI(uj) C, ^ ^4* t AI(3uj) C3 ^r0 3>^Y + "
@ r\ ~ ~~r\ Jf r\ odd
From the relative magnitude of the harmonic terms we see that the fundamental
is predominant and therefore let us describe the distribution in (equation 3.16)
as -p increases. Here again we see that the amplitude of the fundamental
and the upper harmonics are continuously decreased until, when the conditions

ClCL
-|io
it
K|Q.
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in equation 3. 14 are met; the fundamental vanishes entirely. Here the
distribution is not quite constant but has extremely small contributions
from the first and higher harmonic terms which for most practical cases
can be neglected. Further increase in re suits in a phase shift of
the fundamental term and the phenomena of spurious resolution. Beyond
this point it is fairly safe to neglect the higher harmonic terms and continue
the analysis for the fundamental only, according to fig. 3-3.
more complex and the integration in the space domain (equation 3. 6) cannot
be carried out. However, the multiplication in the frequency domain is still
possible and pertinent information concerning the blurred image can be
derived from the subsequent spectrum.
B . Scanning with a slit
In this case the response function for a line source is approximated by
a pulse. The corresponding modulation function is given by
This one -dimensional analysis is completely analogous to the previous
treatment for periodic detail except, that, when the fundamental vanishes,
all the upper harmonic terms vanish, leaving only a constant distribution.
Subsequent increase in spatial frequency results in spurious resolution and
this process continues according to fig. 3-4.
In the general case of any periodic or transient target the analysis becomes
3. 17
cf. fig. 3-4
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C . Ideal Defocused Lens:
For this idealized problem, one must essentially expand the object
into its two-dimensional Fourier spectrum and obtain the corresponding
modulation function in order to arrive at the image spectrum. For the ideal
lens out of focus we have as an approximation for the intensity distribution
fig 3-1.
318 ^^^=^(^)-X
e
0±^£^JT
V ft
and the corresponding modulation function from equations 3.3, 3.4, 3. 5 is
For one-dimensional objects we must now find the response of the system
cf. fig. 3-2
to a line source along the x 1 axis (y 1 = 0) and the corresponding one-dimensional
modulation function Mathematically we must integrate (equation 3. 18)
along the (y' = 0) axis and add up the contributions. Suffice to say, it can
be shown that the intensity distribution is linearly proportional to the chord
of the circle in the x direction or
3. 20
y
^
~
j
where -£ (^) is the response of the
system to allied source
However, we can arrive at this result and demonstrate the convenience
of working in the frequency domain at the same time, so let us make use
of the relationship:
( - 1
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where f) G+'-y, is given in equation 3. 19 and since the object in this
case is a line sourca along the x' axis. i. e. , S C^y. ) about the origin
on the y
1 axis , the spectrum of which is a constant along co^ and zero
elsewhere; we have
3. 22
The corresponding image distribution is the inverse Fourier transform of
3. 22,i. e.,
- iff"*}
or making use of the integral representation for Bessel functions
3. 24 6 «->
d.
i.e.
^ lf*7T
3. 26
Now let us define
a, (I
3. 27
7 =
so 3. 26 becomes
3. 28
JL
3
/-
a.
7
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Collecting all constant terms and integrating first over UJ^. , we have
J (7- 7) d 7
3.29 /> r >?
"
whence normalized 3. 29 becomes
3. 30
Hence 3. 30 represents the response of the system to a line source -ind the
corresponding one -dimensional modulation function is
3. 31
-r~ / a> S
We thus see by fig. 3-2 that again spurious resolution occurs for periodic
detail and the subsequent analysis is similar to that of a circular scanning
aperture outlined previously.
While the response functions employed for the scanning apertures may
give satisfactory results, the analogous treatment for defocused optical
systems is certainly too ideal to give quantitative information regarding the
systems' behavior. In the more realistic cases, howe ver , we can still make
a few general remarks concerning the image deterioration.
1) If the response of the system to a line source is
_^(^) then we can
construct the image of an edge or a series of bars by plotting JO (<^\ as
defined in equation 3. 8 about each edge and add up the contributions graphically
(equation 3.9)
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2) Conversely the quality of a lens system is often measured in terms of how
an edge is deteriorated. From equation 3. 8 we see that the response of the
system to a line source is the derivative of the edge deterioration function.
3) If the response of the system to a line source cannot be derived analytically
it might be possible to fit a curve to the experimental response or to the
slope of the edge function, whence a Fourier transformation will give the
corresponding modulation function.
4) For periodic sine wave and bar targets in the laboratory, and for some rand
distributions, the analysis is greatly facilitated by knowing the modulation
function and performing the analysis in the frequency domain. However, for
the case where a single or several edges are involved it is more informative
to perform the analysis by means of equations 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9-
D
. The Synthesis Problem
Up to this point we have concerned ourselves with an examination of what
might be termed ideal systems from physical and geometric optics. Within
the approximation of linearity, as previously defined, it was found that there
existed a direct analogy between the optical systems and electrical network
theory. For the analysis of such systems in general, one must know the
system function or modulation function in order to carry on the analysis in
the frequency domain. This implicitly demands a knowledge of the systems
response to a unit impulse and the capability of taking its Fourier transforms.
Most of the attention thus far has been focused on the evaluation of the
modulation function and its interpretation. While only a few cases have been
cited a large number of systems occur to which this scheme is applicable.
t r
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A general treatment on the extension of the method to non-ideal systems will
be given in a latter portion of the paper.
The natural step to take at this point, in keeping with the electrical
analogy.is to design an optical system to do a given job; i.e. the design of
an optimum system.
Here again the format for designing such a system has already been
established in electrical network theory. Its optical counterpart has been
brought out by Elias, Robinson & Grey (ref. #5). In general the problem
reduces to one for which the actual input and the desired output are known,
and from this one evaluates the modulation or system function. By taking
the Fourier transform of the ratio of output/input spectra one obtains the
desired response function. One then wishes to devise a system to give
this response function.
Before proceeding further it seems advisable to clarify the issue with a
brief discussion of random intensity distributions. For simplicity we shall
deal only with one dimensional functions, tacitly assuming that the results
are extendable to two or n-dimensions as has been shown in refs. 5 and 3.
Random Functions
Assume that we are given a random intensity distribution J, extending
from — qo ~ko -t~ co . For such a function a Fourier transform does
not exist since f \ J, (fy- is infinite, violating the condition
.
--4=
rir
mentioned in sec. I. Also,by employing the "complex multiplication theorem"
one can show that
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3. 32a
oo
is no longer valid for the same reason. However, if
~2Cf~j ^
exists, then both sides of equation 3. 32a can be made finite by dividing each
side by a large period, i. e.
,
taking a space average.
Defining the "power density spectrum" as
" T ~^ 00 ^
then 3. 32a becomes
where the right hand member is the auto -correlation function of jJC*)
,
namely i { • We see, therefore, that the power density spectrum
and auto -correlation function are Fourier transform pairs.
Further considerations (cf. ref. #2) lead to the important relation that
3. 34 X M - MM X_ M
which illustrates that the methods previously established for the synthesis and
analysis of linear systems are still applicable even when dealing with random
functions..
The derivation of the auto -correlation function from Mathematical
Statistics and the subsequent demonstration of its Fourier relationship with
the power density spectrum provided the communications engineer with a
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powerful tool for the synthesis and analysis of electrical networks whose
inputs are of a random nature. A comprehensive treatment of this subject
is not within the province of this paper, and is presented here in outline form
only. For a clear and comprehensive treatment of the matter, along with the design
of an "optimum linear system" in general, the reader is urged to read
(ref. 2). The extension of the foregoing to two or more dimensions is
straightforward and can be found in refs. 3 and 5. An experimental means of
evaluating auto and cross correlation functions is discussed in ref. 18. With a
method of dealing with random distributions, it appears that an optical system
can be designed to give optimum performance from the Wiener -Hopf criterion
of least mean square error (#2). Suffice to say here that from the iuto and
cross correlation functions of the desired and undesired portions of the object
and image intensity distributions, it is possible to evaluate a modulation
function which will optimize the response of the system.
This is of course a filtering process, and the problem is thus one of
designing a system whose point source response is the Fourier Transform of the
modulation function. To this end therefore, the system shown in fig. 3-6 was
devised. The general scheme involves the evaluation of ^ (/V, the point
source response function from the desired modulation function. By inserting
a variable transmission mask in the stop of the lens whose transmission varies
according to
,
and viewing the image in an out-of -focus setting,
we insure that every point in the object gives a distribution ~& (^ <y) in the
defocused image plane.
The first attempt was to design a sharp cut-off low pass filter as shown
c
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in (fig. 3 -6b) with the corresponding response function (-v) . However,
noting that is an intensity distribution, i.e. jLt^) — for
all , it was decided to neglect the negative portion of the function
(as a first approximation) and determine the modified modulation function, noting
in the process that ~~fv C^p) is not infinite in extent but localized in space.
The modified response function and modulation function are shown in fig. 3 -6c.
A color coded system using two T V pick up tubes has been suggested by Dr.
A. Kohlenberg and is discussed in ref. 3 to overcome the restrictions placed
on ^ ( <p) .
From the standpoint of practicality, the production of low-pass spatial
filters in optics is hardly noteworthy since all optical systems behave as low-
pass filters. More stimulating surely is the possibility of producing band-
pass modulation filters. After several attempts were made in this direction
it was decided to scrutinize more thoroughly the basic problems involved in
spatial filtering, keeping in mind the ultimate goal for which the filters were
to be used.
As a result of this investigation the following list of restricting limitations
was placed on the process of spatial filtering.
Limitations:
1) Since, in a photograph, the desirable and undesirable portions are
not additive (as signal and noise in electrical theory); but rather mutually
exclusive, both will contain essentially the same spectral distribution. This
is particularly clear in a photograph of large detail, super -imposed on a
(
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Fig. 3-6
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background of random fluctuations. Since, basically, -the optimization problem
reduces to one of suppressing the spectrum of the "noise" to a greater extent
than the "signal" spectrum, it thus appears that the linear optimization process
is not applicable to the photographic system wherein "signal" and noise are
not additive, but mutually exclusive. This, of course, does not exclude the
possibility of applying non-linear theory, and such an application should
certainly be investigated.
2) As stated previously, the ability to design a low pass modulation filter
in Optics is not a very exciting prospect, since optical processes, as a whole
act as low-pass spatial filters. From a more realistic standpoint one must
be able to construct band- pass filters in order to be truly synthesizing an
optical system. This means, qualitatively , that the response of the system
to a point source must be such that it will interfere with itself destructively
for low and high spatial frequencies, and constructively within a certain band
of frequencies. Since intensity distributions are always positive, destructive
interference is not possible. Put more concisely, it is not possible to
eliminate the constant level or low-frequency components with a non-neg-tive
response function.
Formally we can make use of the following proof to establish the foregoing
statement.
Given that J, (4.) ~Z. for all x
and
then we shall show that i.e., the response is a maximum
for u> = o . It is important to note that for all practical response
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functions, is an even function so that we need merely concern
ourselves with the cosine transform.
Hence:
3. 35
- t, uj-y-
or
3. 36
00
and
3. 37
ma
We can break up the region of integration into several parts, namely
I IT. ifn£i£
7""
3. 38
such that:
3. 39
for n eve n
3.40
^C-v) & O for n odd
Also keeping in mind that
we have
3.41
—
and
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3. 42
Now from equation 3. 37 for ^. (o) , which in turn could be broken up into a
series of such integrals
If we now identify &(<%) with C'v) and with , we see
that the maximum response of a system whose filter function is non-negative
is at the origin in the frequency domain as we should expect.
A more practical way of looking at this is to consider what happens in
the optical and photographic systems with regard to edges. On the practical
assumption that the point image distribution is much smaller than the spacing
between edges, then it follows that each edge will be rounded off in the same
fashion whether it be the edge of a long thin object or a short bulky object.
At best one could create a relatively large circle of confusion to filter
against closely spaced objects. This limitation is not strictly enforced
when dealing with periodic detail, howe ver , where it may be possible to pass
only a certain band of spatial frequencies. An interesting example of this
would be to view a variable sine wave target, with a mask in the stop of
the lens whose transmission varies sinusoidally with a frequency corresponding,
for example, to the mean frequency of the target.
In the general case of random detail, however, it is the author's opinion
that the insertion of a variable transmission mask together with the defocused
image plane merely creates an artificial circle of confusion which deteriorates
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the edge of a long flat building in the same proportion as the edge of a tall
thin skyscraper.
Recommendations:
Despite the restrictions cited above when dealing with transmission masks
and geometrical optics, there nevertheless appears to be several cases where
the synthesis procedure is still applicable. For example, on the basis of the
assumptions made in geometrical optics, one must conclude that for an ideal
system the optimum focal setting is the Gaussion focal plane where the
point image distribution is theoretically a point. However, upon closer
examination one finds that instead of a point, the image distribution is the
conventional diffraction pattern. One may then ask, "Is it possible to
redistribute the energy in the diffraction pattern for specific applications?"
From the Fourier relation between the amplitude in the image plane and the
amplitude and phase function in the exit pupil (cf. Sec. II), the answer is in
the affirmative. Such a synthesis procedure is called "apodization" and has
been carried on in France in recent years by Jacquinot.
In addition to this, of course, is the method of sharpening edges by
electronic means and the process of photographic masking as outlined by
Otto Schade. It is of interest to aote that the main difficulty encountered in
large scale spatial filtering is due to the fact that incoherent illumination is
employed. Such restrictions are not applicable when dealing with coherent
or partially coherent sources. For such applications the reader is referred
to ref. #17 and the subsequent references cited therein.
i
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Thus, in the realm of physical optics, a logical extension of the material
presented here would seem to lie in the work of Marechal who has evaluated
modulation functions for non-ideal systems, i.e.
,
systems having a phase
distribution over the exit pupil. In this regard Nijboer in his dissertation
(ref. 10) has expanded an arbitrary phase distribution into a series of ortho-
gonal functions and has associated with each of the first few terms the various
aberration coefficients. It would indeed be interesting to evaluate the effect
of the various aberrations on contrast reduction by one of the several analytic
or experimental schemes illustrated in the section on diffraction theory. As
an aside, it should be mentioned that the Fourier method of dealing with
diffraction theory is not limited to the visual portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Recent literature from England indicates that the Fourier transform
relationship between the amplitude distribution and the phase function over
an aperture has proven to be a powerful tool in three dimensions for analyzing
spacings and structure on an atomic and molecular scale in X-ray diffraction
theory.
Restricting ourselves to incoherent sources and Gaussian optics, it is
now felt that there are still many quasi -ideal problems subject to the analysis
presented in this paper, e. g. , object and/or image motion, vibrational problems
in shutter design, etc. An investigation should be made to include aberrational
effects for sine wave, square wave targets or edge testing in the laboratory.
As for synthesizing an optical system, in general, in terms of optimization,
it is felt that the limitations previously mentioned place such stringent restrictions
on the designer as to be impractical except perhaps in a few, well chosen,
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isolated cases. Also, the two-dimensional problem, without radial symmetry,
dealing with the whole field of the object would appear to be most forbidding.
At this point it must be emphasized that the pessimistic attitude predominant
in the above paragraph is confined to systems which are entirely optical in
nature. By this we mean that if one wishes to synthesize a photograph, the
flexibility which an optical process alone affords is quite limited. However .
by transducing the spatial frequencies into one -dimensional electronic signals,
one can perform filtering operations which will enhance the final output. Schemes
such as sharpening edges and the like in blurred images are already in progress
in the field of electronics. It has been argued, however , that perhaps the
insertion of a low-pass spatial frequency filter in the optical system would
be at times advisable. By way of illustration, one could consider a white
cardboard with confetti scattered over it at random, but in such a way that
there exists the diffuse outline of some numeric which is not particularly clear
to the eye in sharp focus. Viewing this object through a piece of ground
glass, the subject easily identifies the numeric. Actually the random
fluctuations in the background have been averaged out to a degree. Using a
lens system, there appears to be no need of inserting a variable transmission
mask as a filter to identify the number when merely defocusing slightly or
scanning the object would give the same result, since these processes, as we
have seen, behave inherently as low-pass filters.

SUMMAR Y
It has been the purpose of this paper to present a method for dealing
with optical processes in terms of their capability for preserving object
detail in the final image. From electrical network theory an analogy was
established by means of which one can actually evaluate a function, the
modulation function, which measures contrast rendition as a function of the
spatial frequencies. Several ideal cases arising from physical and geometric
optics were considered and emphasis was placed on the several schemes for
evaluating the corresponding modulation functions. Extending the analogy
between the optical process and electrical network theory to the problem
of synthesis, it was felt that if one is restricted to an optical system only,
the general synthesis procedure is too limited to be practical. By including
electronic devices and photographic techniques it is possible to enhance the
final image and perform practical spatial filtering. Finally, it is the author's
opinion that, despite the restrictions on the synthesis problem, the Fourier
method is unparalleled in its approach to the analysis of optical systems in
terms of performance.
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also
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the addition of which gives:
and in a similar fashion:
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or
where:
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7
D — ^
and
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and the two add to give
Now adding 1± and 1^ graphically and normalizing:

APPENDIX 2 -II
Now F ( Y) - I — i ± y ± /
lY\ > I
hence: fl^V) = f F( V) F* (V + )r') A Y
_ CO
= jT' / ^ K
/7<V) A - v but
hence in normalized form:

APPENDIX 2 -III
Geometrically this integral is a measure of the common area as a
function of the shift between centers.
i.e.
and ^ =
Hence in normalized form:
/>}(lo) - fc^oj'' _U2 L+L n//_ / uJ '
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APPENDIX 2 -IV
a) o ± UJ
Again measuring the overlapping area as a function of the shift
where
Q = C^u ^ - A ''A
or
,<U*j -Ui
TT L ^
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at t , _
where q, - dxu
3l- i-
That this expression is equivalent to equa. 2. 134 can be shown from the
following scheme where — _
V l^O
=L ' *ei JU A J- Sl.
where
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b) cont.
Now ^^_^ =c^ = J±±. *„-L[ft-tH
where A ~ <Pc
1 -
and A t T> + C - TT
Hence
:
_ /
thus
/3 ' co
Finally therefore; since <T~ ~
7* 3

that
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ABSTRACT
It is the purpose of this paper to present a method for dealing with optical
processes in terms of their capability for preserving object detail in the final
image. In general, the main body of the dissertation is divided into three
sections. Section I presents, in detailed fashion, a comprehensive background
for the subsequent use of Fourier series and integrals. As a starting point,
the Sturm -Liouville differential equation is taken and the orthogonality principle
for eigenfunctions is developed from it. Applying the results to the one dimen-
sional wave equation, the Fourier series representation is derived along with
the expression for discrete eigenvalues. By extending the finite boundaries
to infinity, the Fourier integral representation is presented along with the
expression for continuous eigenvalues of periodic and transient functions respect-
ively is then presented. For problems possessing rotational symmetry, the Fourier
Bessel series is developed from the wave equation in polar coordinates. A
demonstration of the orthogonality condition for Bessel functions over an infinite
range is presented. The section closes with a brief description of the conditions
for performing a Fourier transformation and the interpretation of a linear
passive system.
Section II deals exclusively with the application of linear network theory
to several problems arising in diffraction theory. Emphasis is placed on the
methods of evaluating and the interpretation of the modulation function as a
contrast rendition versus spatial frequency curve for sine wave targets. Starting
with the wave equation for one of the components of the electro -magnetic field
quantities, the resultant Kirchhoff -Huygens formulation of the diffraction

problem is derived making use of the Green's function. With the usual feasible
approximations made in the optical case, it is shown that the amplitude of the
disturbance in the image plane is the two dimensional Fourier transform of the
phase function over the aperture, a result said to have first been pointed out
by Michelson. The phase function is such that for an aberrationles s system,
the actual wave front coincides with the reference sphere and hence the phase
function is unity over the aperture and zero elsewhere.
With the added relation that the modulation function and intensity distribution
for a point source are Fourier transform pairs, it is then shown that the
modulation function can be evaluated by means of a convolution integral of the
phase function with its complex conjugate. This latter relationship was pointed
out by Luneberg and made use of recently by Marechal. The various Fourier
relationships are then demonstrated for the one dimensional problem of
diffraction by a single slit. The interpretation of the modulation function in
terms of contrast rendition and resolution limit is then emphasized for periodic
targets. In the two dimensional problem of the circular aperture the
geometrical scheme and Steel's method for computing the modulation function
are demonstrated. However, since the modulation function is defined as the
Fourier transform of the point image intensity distribution, a method for taking
the Fourier -Bessel transform of the intensity distribution for a circular aperture
is presented. The method used is that of integration with respect to a parameter,
the results of which are in complete accord with the other methods of determining
the modulation function. Finally the same method of integration is applied
to the problem of the annulus and a family of modulation curves with the ratio

of inner to outer radii as a parameter is plotted.
In section III, the Fourier analysis of several simple scanning systems and
an ideal defocused lens are presented. Included in the analysis is a discussion
of the phenomena of spurious resolution for periodic targets. A general
treatment of edge deterioration and image quality is then given for any
symmetrical, degrading point image intensity distributions.
Attention is then focused on the problem of synthesizing an optical system
as opposed to analysis previously treated. Before such a procedure is outlined
a general treatment of random functions is presented and the need for space
averages of the functions involved is shown. This discussion leads into the
concepts of correlation functions and power density spectra as Fourier
transform pairs. In the light of the fact that most optical systems employ
incoherent illumination, various restrictions and limitations on the design
of an optimum linear filter in the Wiener -Hopf sense are presented. A brief
description of specific synthesizing procedures actually in existence is then
listed. Finally recommendations for future research in this field are outlined
along with the summary of the dissertation proper.
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